earliest victims of the brutal, American-backed dictatorship which succeeded it.
Indeed, "nueva cancion" was so identified with Popular Unity that the military regime banned as subversive even the traditional instruments on which it was played; the works of all musicians associated with it were banned, and it was made an offence even to mention Jara"s name.
Chile may now be mercifully free of Allende but explicitly political persecution of musicians is by no means confined to that example. Elsewhere in South America, the Brazilian military coup of 1964 ushered in 20 years of military rule and, with it, strict censorship of broadcast music -and especially of "musica popular brasileira".
Numerous musicians during that period spent time in exile, including Chico Buarque, Gilberto Gil and Caetano Veloso. Another military coup, that by the Greek colonels in 1967, saw the imprisonment and torture of Mikis Theodorakis. Eventually he was released as a result of international pressure and went into exile, but other, less wellknown musicians were not so fortunate. Theodorakis also wrote a national anthem for the Palestine Liberation Organisation, and popular music which has taken up the cause of Palestinian statehood has encountered censorship not only in Israel but also in Syria and Jordan. Similarly in Turkey, music associated with the struggles of the Kurds is banned, and it is anyway illegal to broadcast in Kurdish (check! In fact the ban on the Kurdish language may be even more far-reaching than this). Some of the finest Kurdish singers, such as Sivan Perwar and Temo, are now in exile.
On the African continent, an obvious example of the censorship of music was provided by the apartheid regime in South Africa. But, unfortunately, there are other, less obvious, ones too. For example, Fela Kuti has encountered difficulties with almost every Nigerian government since independence. At various times his records have been banned, his mother killed, his communal family, the Kalakuta Republic, destroyed, and he and his musicians beaten up. At one point in the 1970s he went into self-imposed exile in Ghana, and in 1985 the military government prosecuted him on trumped-up currency charges, for which he was given a five year gaol sentence. After huge protests both at home and abroad, he was released after two years. In Ethiopia, the Mengistu regime, which finally came to an end in 1991, drove many musicians into exile. Not only did a 10pm curfew effectively curtail much musical life but, as the invaluable Rough Guide to World Music puts it: "to these restrictions was added a censorship as pedantic as it was bureaucratic, that picked through song lyrics before recording sessions could be licenced to go ahead, and put overseas visitors through painstaking inspections and rubber-stamping of locally bought cassettes before allowing them to leave the country". Meanwhile in Zaire, one of the greats of Congolese/Zairean music, Franco Luambo Makiadi, the leader of OK Jazz, was gaoled on a number of occasions and had several records banned by the Mobutu regime, even though he was a crucial part of its "authenticite" programme.
In spite of the fact that many Islamic countries have magnificent musical traditions, music and Islamic fundamentalism are all too often unhappy bedfellows. To take but one example, when the National Islamic Front came to power in Sudan in 1989 there appeared to be a deliberate campaign against musicians. Some, such as Sherhabeel Ahmed and Abu Araky al-Bakheit lapsed into silence; others, like Mohamed Wardi and Mohamed al-Amin were branded "communists" and fearing for their lives, fled to Egypt. Meanwhile Mahjoub Sharif was gaoled, and indeed became an Amnesty International prisoner of conscience. Nor was the censorship purely political: even seemingly innocuous love songs were banned from the radio, as well as those containing references to alcoholic drink. As, unfortunately, is all too often the case in such countries (vide Iran and, more recently, Afghanistan), women musicians were especially badly hit, and singers such as Hanan-Bulu-bulu, Gisma and Nasra were regarded by some as no better than prostitutes, and on occasion subjected to physical violence.
During this century, the most thoroughgoing and systematic attempts to censor music occurred in the Soviet Union between 1932 and 1953, and in the Third Reich. These, undoubtedly, are the only instances of musical censorship to have received substantial critical attention.
In Stalin"s USSR the chief enemy was modernism, or "formalism" as it was usually known. From 1932 the doctrine of Socialist Realism, which had been developing for some time, became the party line. In 1934 the newly formed Composers" Union stated that: the main attention of the Soviet composer must be directed towards the victorious progressive principles of reality, towards all that is heroic, bright, and beautiful. This distinguishes the spiritual world of Soviet man and must be embodied in musical images full of beauty and strength. Socialist Realism demands an implacable struggle against folk-negating modernistic directions that are typical of the decay of contemporary bourgeois art, against subservience and servility towards modern bourgeois culture. (Quoted in Boris Schwarz, Music and Musical Life in Soviet Russia 1917-1970) .
But it was not until 1936 that the storm really broke over "formalism" (once defined by Prokofiev as "music that people don"t understand at first hearing"). The target was Shostakovitch"s opera Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk. The attack was mounted, unsigned, in Pravda, thus giving it the status of an official policy pronouncement and signalling a drastic intensification of the campaign against "formalism"in all of the arts. Headed "Chaos Instead of Music", the article fulminated that "the listener is shocked by a deliberately dissonant, confused stream of sound ... here we have "leftist" confusion instead of natural, human music" and argued that the reason why it had enjoyed success abroad was that it "tickles the perverted tastes of the bourgeoisie with its fidgety, screaming, neurotic music". The opera was hastily withdrawn, and Shostakovitch also put his recently completed Fourth Symphony in the bottom draw.
Both works are now considered to be among his very finest, but the symphony had to wait until December 1961 for its premiere, and the opera, now revised by the composer as Katerina Ismailova was not performed again in the USSR until December 1962. Ironically, at that time Shostakovitch was again in trouble -this time over his Thirteenth Symphony, Babi Yar, which had touched some still raw ideological nerves.
The end of World War II saw a further tightening of ideological and artistic control.
In charge of the cultural purges was Andrei Zhdanov. However, anti-Semitic and reactionary musicology well predated 1933. Wagner"s essay Das Judentum in der Musik, which argued that Jews are capable only of imitation rather than true originality, had long ago helped to make anti-Semitism respectable in the music field (and also helps to explain why his music still cannot be publicly performed in Israel -CHECK!). For example it was not uncommon among conservative music critics to argue that Mahler, by incorporating all sorts of diverse elements and influences in his work, was diluting national, "Germanic" musical values in the same way that "internationalism" was destroying the country"s cultural identity.
Specifically Jewish "internationalism" was attacked in 1920 by the respected composer Hans Pfitzner, who also equated the "atonal chaos" of modern music with "bolshevism". In 1925 the renowned journal the Zeitschrift fur Musik was relaunched to campaign for the "spiritual renewal of German music" and became openly antiSemitic. Thus its editor, the Bach scholar Alfred Heuss, argued in the course of a diatribe against Schoenberg that the nation was "dealing with a test of strength between Germanness -and now let it be said openly -a specifically Jewish musical spirit". The ZfM was part of the growing right-wing campaign against jazz and, like other conservative musical forces, was particularly enraged by Ernst Krenek"s 1927 opera Jonny spielt auf!. Altogether unsurprisingly, Alfred Rosenberg took up the same refrain in his paper the Volkischer Beobachter and in the Kampfbund fur deutsche Kultur which he founded in 1929.
A portent of things to come was glimpsed when the National Socialists won a majority in the local state elections in Thuringia in 1930; an "Ordnance Against Negro
Culture" was passed in order to rid the province of "all immoral and foreign racial elements in the arts", all jazz was banned, and works by Hindemith and Stravinsky were removed from the repertoires of orchestras subsidised by the state. By now it was not uncommon for the Nazis to disrupt musical performances of which they disapproved; thus the Brecht/Weill Mahagonny encountered difficulties in Leipzig and Frankfurt in 1930. In 1932 an SS Untersturmfuhrer, Richard Eichenauer, published a work aptly described by Erik Levi in his classic study Music in the Third Reich as "biological musicology". This was Musik und Rasse, which was to be highly influential in the Third Reich and which, as Levi points out, was hinged on the overtly racist "theory" that: the development of European music was dominated by a struggle between the Nordic and Oriental races; a conflict between strong, diatonic and rhythmic music of Indo-German origin and a florid sensuous music of Oriental origin handed down by the Hebrews and early Christian heirs of a decadent Roman culture.
Consequently, any racial mingling posed a threat to the supposed "purity" of Nordic artistic achievements and needed to be stopped at all costs.
What those costs were soon became clear after the Nazi "Machtergreifung" (seizure of power). With the formation of the Reichsmusikkammer (RMK) as part of the Reichskulturkammer (RKK), whose President was Goebbels himself, it was relatively easy to purge the musical world. If composers and musicians wished to work they had to be a member of the RMK, and membership was simply refused to "undesirables", and in particular to Jews, whose work was simply expunged from the broadcast and concert repertoire. Anti-Semitic measures were extended to cover Jewish music teachers and concert agents, and were greatly aided by the infamous civil service law of April 1933, which removed Jews from all areas of public administration, and the 1935 Nuremberg Laws which effectively banned mixed marriages. As part and parcel of the process of "Gleichschaltung", critics, musicologists and radio personnel had also to join (if permitted, of course) the appropriate chambers of the RKK. The In the UK, meanwhile, it was American music which was causing problems for the cultural authorities and being rationed to the point of censorship. When rock "n" roll arrived in Britain it encountered a strictly controlled popular music regime: of the three BBC radio stations only one, the Light Programme, played pop, and the BBC restricted its "needle time" (i.e. programming consisting of records) to 22 hours a week across all three channels. Deeply uneasy about the growing teenage phenomenon and worried about the "Americanisation" of British youth, the BBC consciously resisted rock "n" roll and deliberately privileged less threatening British alternatives, such as skiffle and Cliff Richard. The attitude of the music press, which consisted of only the New Musical Express and Melody Maker, was equally Hollywood"s "Relax" after a campaign against it by the BBC"s own Mike Read; Serge Gainsbourg and Jane Birkin"s "Je T"Aime"; Donna Summer"s "Love to Love You"; and Scott Walker"s cover of the Jacques Brel classic "Jacky", which was the first record banned by Radio 1. Other casualties of BBC sensibilities have included The Blow Monkeys" "(Celebrate) The Day After You", which was denied airtime in the run-up to the 1987 election because of its anti-Thatcher lyrics; Ian Dury"s "Spasticus Autisticus"; Heaven 17"s "We Don"t Need This Fascist Groove Thang" (apparently on account of the line in which Ronald Reagan is referred to as a "fascist guard"); Barry
McGuire"s "Eve of Destruction"; and The Sex Pistols" "God Save the Queen". This list of bans, however, is not only highly selective, but it also ignores a much more everyday, taken-for-granted form of control. As John Street puts it in Rebel
Rock, "what is of greater concern are the records that disappear before they even reach the public. It is radio"s and TV"s ability to act as a gate-keeper for public taste that identifies the real site of political control". The key mechanism here, in the case of both the BBC and the commercial stations, is the playlist which, in selecting those records to be played, automatically excludes many others and thus plays a crucial role in setting the musical agenda. Given the amount of records in circulation at any one time, some degree of selection is clearly inevitable, but if, as some have argued, longterm analyses of playlists reveals a consistent, structural bias against certain forms of music and types of labels in favour of others, then again we"re in that shadowy but crucial area in which commercial imperatives can act as form of economically motivated censorship. 1967-92, which is the authoritative source on its subject, Boots refuse to stock such product altogether as "we do not consider it ethical to stock merchandise which would offend the families that shop at Boots". Presumably they don"t consider it economic good sense either, and this is where market forces once again enter into the censorship process. But whatever the case, it clearly demonstrates that the stickering of records, which originated in the States as a defensive response by record companies to campaigns by the Parents" Music Resource Centre, is not simply a matter of "consumer protection" but actively contributes to the marginalisation, demonisation and, ultimately, censorship of certain kinds of records.
The suspicion that the treatment of such records is, in the broadest sense of the word, ideologically motivated is only intensified if one examines it in conjunction with the sustained and, on occasion, brutal persecution of the New Age Travellers in the 1980s, in whose culture music plays a central, defining role. The history of this shameful sequence of events, exemplified by the so-called Battle of the Beanfield in 1985, in which defenceless people, including children and babies, were subjected to the full force of a police riot, can be summed up by stating that the government did everything it could to legalise powers which the police had arrogated to themselves during the course of a series of "mass trashings" of travellers" camps. Emboldened by their success, and drawing on their experiences of stopping flying pickets from moving about the country during the 1984/5 coal dispute, they then proceeded to abuse their powers once again by arresting or turning back those on their way to free festivals. Thus while groups such as Liberty were demanding public enquiries into police behaviour the government were busy urging local authorities to use all available existing legislation, however arcane, against the travellers, and enacting new measures such as the 1986 Public Order Act, the 1990 Entertainments (Increased Penalties) Act and, most importantly, the 1994 Criminal Justice and Public Order Act.
Crucially, this last contained a number of clauses relating specifically to music which, as Matthew Collin points out in the seminal Altered State: defined and proposed to outlaw -when played in certain circumstances -a genre of music: house. It stated that " "music" is defined as sounds wholly or predominantly characterised by the emission of a succession of repetitive beats", and for the first time the word "rave" appeared in British legislative language. Although other youth movements had inspired new legislation, never before, over years of post-war moral panics about the activities of teddy boys, mods, hippies and punks, had a government considered young people"s music so subversive as to prohibit it. John Major"s government, unlike many pop commentators, obviously didn"t consider dance-drug culture to be either meaningless or apolitical.
And nor should anyone concerned about music censorship today, let alone broader questions of civil rights. The lesson of this wretched, shameful episode is, of course, that threats to basic freedoms so often come in the guise of attacks on individuals or works that many don"t think worth defending. But in what has come to be known as the "New Protest" or "DIY Culture", which is all too often short-sightedly dismissed as "non-political", music is inextricably bound up with some of the most important political/ideological issues of our time -witness the Dongas, Reclaim the Streets, and Exodus, who feature on our CD. Strongly reminiscent of Crass, Exodus" commitment to music, and especially to free parties, is part of a much wider commitment to radical political change, and they have been treated accordingly: to sustained harassment by Luton police and council, mass arrests, evictions, and violent raids by riot squads.
They, and people like them, need and deserve our support just as strongly as every other victim of censorship and persecution chronicled in this survey.
Julian Petley
